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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I didn't get the truck I
wanted but they gave me a 5 year newer truck that has no rust and a near perfect body for the
same price thaks east coast auto. I wanna do my car buying with these people love the prices
from other places I have talked too very fair. I had questions about a listing but when I called
someone had already purchased it. Staff was very helpful and told me about another similar
vehicle that was available. Thanks ECAS. I inquired why the price was raised bait and switch
and was informed car had been sold. Two days later car was listed again with the increased
price. Very suspicious!! This dealer is small, but so nice. You created a relationship with them
since it is a small place. The car was perfect and just what they advertised. My daughter loves
the car and it runs beautifully. Hopefully we won't need another car again, but if we do, I will be
reaching out to them. Very nice customer service. They let me test drive the car with just a copy
of my drivers license. Although we did not purchase the car they were very nice and helpful. It
seemed like there were a lot of people buying cars that day. Responsive via phone. We knew
what we wanted and he knew what he had. Priced to sell. No negotiating. Happy with our
purchase. It was a pleasant experience to buy my car from this dealer. They let me test drive the
car as long as I wanted, and allowed me to get a pre-purchase inspection the next day! I got the
car at a great price with no hassles. Thank you Armen! He made car buying easy. Quick
response, clean car, easy transaction. And he brought the car to us! Thank you so much. This
dealership says that only attends by scheduled appointment so we scheduled to see and ready
to buy the car and when we got there the seller had sold the car for a walk in. Even though we
were on our way. Waste of our time. Dealer returned my call right away and provided me with
setails about the vehicle. I did not visit the dealer as anothwr vehicle I was interested in became
availble elsewhere. Thank you. Henry was a great man he got me and my wife a great deal on
the honda pilot I definitely want to recommend this dealer to people who are looking to buy a
car,suv,or truck. Found a car that better suited my needs but would buy from Speedy in a
heartbeat! Wonderful people. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available.
Private Seller: Cedric. CarGurus Pay. Mesa, AZ Message Seller. This car was very nice, no
damage, no accidents reported. If anyone would ask me what I thought of. Mercedes- Benz I
would have to tell them if this us the car. The greatest blend of quality, comfort, and fun to drive.
I have 2 W E-Class cars and they have been very reliable. I also have a W with k miles, so these
cars are built to last and stay looking great. Great car with a really smooth ride. Headlights are
amazing and the interior is really nice and comfortable. Why Use CarGurus? Mercedes-Benz
introduced an all-new E-Class for , sporting a distinctive countenance, larger dimensions,
door-mounted side-impact airbags and more standard equipment than ever before. Last year,
the cars received their first major update. Inline six cylinder engines were replaced with more
powerful, more fuel-efficient V6 engines in the E that provide horsepower and foot-pounds of
torque. The V6's broad torque curve guarantees fast acceleration. The ED replaced its diesel
engine with a turbo diesel unit that boasts a peak horsepower of and peak torque of
foot-pounds. With numbers like that, even Americans may become interested in this
eco-friendly auto. For more power, there's the V8 muscle of the E, which generates horsepower
and foot-pounds of torque. And if you have a serious desire to break all land speed records, the
E55 AMG is available. This steroid-infused sedan's 5. But performance isn't the E-Class sedan's
selling point. The E-Class is also the car that thinks for you. Loaded with safety equipment and
plenty of extra gadgets to choose from, the car seems equipped with its own constantly-alert
copilot. First, antilock brakes are standard. The brakes also come with Mercedes' new Brake
Assist system, which monitors the brake pedal and can detect an emergency situation. In the
event of a real emergency, Brake Assist applies full braking force in a split second. This system
knows if one wheel is spinning faster than the other, and applies the brakes to that wheel, or
reduces power to that wheel by cutting off the electronic throttle. On slippery surfaces, this
advanced traction control system significantly reduces lateral motion, keeping the car going in
a straight line. Understeer and oversteer are controlled effectively. Another power-stopping
feature is the BabySmart recognition system, now standard. When first we heard of this feature,
it sounded like Mercedes had somehow devised a way to make children more intelligent. Alas,
BabySmart is simply an airbag cutoff. With the BabySmart child seat in place, the front

passenger airbag is automatically deactivated. Finally, we must mention the advancement of the
ignition key. Mercedes has developed an infrared key fob that acts in place of the old-fashioned
metal contraption used for the last thousand years on various mechanical locks. Dubbed
SmartKey, the snub-nosed device sends a unique signal to the car, unlocking the steering
column and starting the engine. And after each use, the key reprograms itself with a different
code, just in case somebody figures out how to clone the little computer inside. It works like
any other ignition system, only SmartKey is more expensively developed. And people wonder
why carjacking is becoming more popular these days. Thieves can't take the car unless they
have the key. Interior ergonomics are typical Mercedes: fine except for the illegible
hieroglyphics that decorate most of the controls. We appreciate the door-mounted seat
adjustments, and the E-Class cars come with such niceties as dual climate zones, telescoping
steering column, wood trim and a rocking stereo system complete with eight speakers.
Mercedes builds a four-door E-Class for everything. The E-Class series of cars is versatile, and
can handle the demands of most families. They're speedy, comfortable, can carry up to seven
people, and they're solid as a rock. These cars represent an excellent argument against buying
the more trendy, but less efficient, sport-utes. The E-Class is the epitome of luxury, giving its
owners a technically magnificent vehicle in a striking package. This is definitely our choice of
cars in the middle-luxury segment. The Mercedes E-Class cars make a statement. They say, "I'm
rich. And they're very correct. Along with greasy food, morally corrupt politicians, and that
episode of "Gilligan's Island" when Gilligan and Skipper both go completely bald, Americans
have always had a particular fondness for midsized sedans with oversized V8 engines. The
formula for developing these cars is simple: take a relatively inexpensive and unassuming
sedan, plop the biggest V8 possible underneath the hood, and keep it clandestine. But all of
those cars are long dead. The last year an American company produced a car based on this
formula was The car was the Chevrolet Impala SS. With stealthy black paint and a horsepower,
5. Too bad the Impala is but a shadow of that car, hobbled with front-wheel drive and an
evergreen V6. The big-engine, midsize sedan still exists, but one has to look to Europe in order
to find it. Oh, and it's no longer inexpensive. In fact, it's downright budget busting. It starts life
as a regular E-Class, then is handed off to AMG, a former semi-independent, Mercedes
performance-tuning company, now fully owned by DaimlerChrysler. The regular E-Class comes
with either a 3. In the E55's case, AMG shoehorns in a modified version of the 5. Bored, stroked,
and fitted with a variety of high-performance parts, the E55's 5. There might be a bit of
sneakiness with the badging Mercedes vehicles are almost always named after engine size, so
why isn't the E55 an E54? Mercedes lists it at horsepower at 5, rpm, and foot-pounds of torque
at 3, rpm. Compared to a '99 Chevrolet Corvette, the E55 produces 4 more horsepower and 41
more foot-pounds of torque. Turn the ignition key, and the whole car twists as the V8 fires. You
can feel that there is a big, mean lump of an engine in front of you. But you'll never know it from
opening the hood. The V8 is covered with vast swathes of black plastic. You won't be able to tell
anything by listening to it, either. If you stand outside the car with the hood open, all you hear is
an idling engine that just whirs and clacks. It actually sounds more like a diesel engine. But it
sure isn't a diesel when you step on the accelerator. The automatic transmission, flat torque
curve, and curb weight 3, pounds all conspire to make the E55 seem slower than it is. Its power
delivery is completely linear, like a passenger airliner at takeoff. Only near redline can you hear
proper V8 noises. The trick for realizing speed is to watch the speedometer. Based on numbers
from Edmunds. Keep going, and the car accelerates right into its mph electronic speed limiter.
We'd like to see a stock Pontiac GTO do that. The five-speed transmission cracks off wonderful
shifts. It actually has a computer that reads driver inputs and adjusts its shift points
accordingly. We found the computer to be exceptionally intuitive in all driving conditions. It's
always a good mark of an automatic transmission when you don't even notice it, and that's the
case here. For slippery road conditions, the transmission can be switched to Winter mode,
aiding acceleration from a dead stop. It would be nice to have a sequential-shift option for the
transmission, but it is by no means necessary. As you would expect, foot-pounds of torque
being transmitted to the rear wheels causes major traction problems. So Mercedes has fitted the
E55 with both stability-control and traction-control systems. Hitting the ESP button on the
console turns off both of them. Do so, and a stern yellow light takes residence in the gauge
cluster. This makes sense from Mercedes' point of view, given the engine's power and the
unknown factor of driver skill. However, more skilled drivers will feel limited by ESP in spirited
driving, and turning off ESP places the car at unnecessary risk. Something like the "competition
mode," a feature found on the Chevrolet Corvette's stability system a setting between maximum
computer override and turning the whole system off , would be welcome on the E In more
normal driving situations, the E55 strikes an excellent balance between comfort and handling
performance. Make no mistake; the E55 does not ride as nice as a regular E-Class. It doesn't

soak up broken pavement as well, and the larger tires generate more road noise. But then, an E
can't pull 0. The E55 has plenty of grip for cornering, and the oversized brakes haul the car
down from speed in exceptional and confident fashion. The steering system is light, and allows
easy positioning along curvy roads. Like all other E-Class sedans, the E55 is capable of
transporting five adults. Front-passenger, side, and head airbags are standard, as is antilock
brakes. AMG has fitted the car with special leather upholstery trim on the seats, doors and
steering wheel. The overall level of quality is good, but it's nowhere near a Lexus LS The seats
adjust in just about every direction, but there is no adjustable lumbar support. We'd gladly take
some lumbar support and trade in some of the many buttons found in the E There are lots of
buttons to chose from. It's a virtual cornucopia of buttons, in fact. And without reading the
owner's manual, you won't know what half of them do. Frustrated with all these buttons, we
counted them up. The total? Eighty-eight of the suckers for the front passengers. And the little
pictograms for the buttons are absolutely no help. Maybe that's why there are separate
instruction manuals for the phone, radio, service information, and vehicle care. That's in
addition to the standard page owner's manual. It seems that Mercedes understands the manuals
might be overwhelming, so it also includes a page "Quick Tips" manual. Jeez, what are we
driving, a car or a VCR? Once sorted, the buttons operate a great sound system and an
automatic dual-zone climate-control system. Our test car was also equipped with the optional
trunk-mounted CD changer and integrated cellular phone. If there's a mechanical problem or
you stuffed your E55 into a canyon wall because you turned off ESP , Mercedes offers hour
roadside assistance. One nice touch is a full-size inch spare tire. The E55 didn't attract as much
attention as we expected. Its looks are very subtle, and the unwashed masses won't know the
difference between it and a regular E-Class. The tip-offs are the AMG-derived sport package
exterior visuals, rear deck badge, and AMG insignias on the steering wheel, inch wheels, and
gauge cluster. Mercedes says this subtlety is on purpose, which kind of makes sense. If you
want to be looked at, buy a Viper. Still, for a car of this type, it seemed to be overly staid. Some
additional character wouldn't hurt. There are two factors to consider in the purchase of an E If
you are a practical type of person, we'd say no. The E55 pulls feats unattainable by an E, but
those gains aren't worth the 30 percent price increase. However, we would guess most people
looking to buy an E55 are doing so because it's simply the fastest Merc available. In this case,
the E55 is a spectacular car. Pricing for all three is remarkably similar. The M5 is faster; the Jag
has more personality. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds
also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car
you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find
cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Mercedes-Benz E-Class Sedan. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale
Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. High price, and we don't particularly
enjoy this car's transmission. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find
savings on the E-Class for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first
to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. More airbags find
room in the E-Class, which now features a full curtain side airbag protection system. Read
more. Write a review See all reviews. I know my MB's trust me on this. The E class is by far the
best years of the E class. DO NOT buy a or newer. I have k on mine. Paint is starting to fade a
bit, a little rattle in the Cat Conv other than that, it drives and runs like new. Chrysler ruined the
name from to like or roughly around there. They tried to infuse their technology into the E class
at this time and failed miserably. A E class is a K car with a MB star on the hood. The 99 is
heavy, solid, and feels German. It's a little underpowered, and don't buy a 4matic if you are
worried about gas. If you value your family's safety, want to to stay out of trouble, and want to
look cool, buy a Read less. It Just Keeps on Ticking! Bought my 99 e 4matic in 02 with 78K
miles. A tree fell on it in a hurricane in year 2 and creased it down the middle. I thought it would
be declared as totalled. Had the transmission replaced 2 years ago. This vehicle lgets excellent
gas mileage. I absolutely love to drive this car. The header is falling down a little in the back
from where the tree creased it. Otherwise, it is pretty enough. I am presently at , miles and look
forward to my next road trip. Couldn't be a happier owner. Purchased a formerly leased car with
43, miles and have just crossed , miles with zero problems of any significance. Of course have

had some things wear out that are normal, but the car remains powerful and absolutely
dependable. Much better car than the Lexus it replaced in This Car is Great - If you know what to
Buy! I purchased my MB when it was 3 years old with 12, miles. I have since driven is , miles. It
is reliable, dependable and I get reasonable gas mileage. The model was assembled by the
Americans and was a total piece of crap. It broke. The had the same problems up to about April
Then the Germans came in and straightened things out. So if you buy this used, carefully look
at the date of manufacture. If it is prior to April, run! If it is after April, you have a good truck.
Two problems to watch out for. This is a total rip off. Twenty minutes with a screw driver and
reset the computer and your Check Engine LIght problems are solved. One time I was traveling
and the my car dies. Only one occurance. Wait a while and it was fine. End of Story. He will
know the culprit off the top of his head. Just replace it immediately. If you treat this car nice, it
will treat you nice. Get good tires Michelin. You can use cheap gas. The computer adjusts. You
sacrifice some power, but you will catch everybody at the next light. This care likes to do It
hates doing It can do 90 to without any problem. So if you are out west, it is good on those long
lonely highways. Take care! Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.
People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 2 reviews. Sponsored cars related
to the E-Class. Sign Up. Mercedes-Benz introduced an all-new E-Class for , sporting a
distinctive countenance, larger dimensions, door-mounted side-impact airbags and more
standard equipment than ever before. Last year, the cars received their first major update. Inline
six cylinder engines were replaced with more powerful, more fuel-efficient V6 engines in the E
that provide horsepower and foot-pounds of torque. The V6's broad torque curve guarantees
fast acceleration. The ED replaced its diesel engine with a turbo diesel unit that boasts a peak
horsepower of and peak torque of foot-pounds. With numbers like that, even Americans may
become interested in this eco-friendly auto. For more power, there's the V8 muscle of the E,
which generates horsepower and foot-pounds of torque. And if you have a serious desire to
break all land speed records, the E55 AMG is available. This steroid-infused sedan's 5. But
performance isn't the E-Class sedan's selling point. The E-Class is also the car that thinks for
you. Loaded with safety equipment and plenty of extra gadgets to choose from, the car seems
equipped with its own constantly-alert copilot. First, antilock brakes are standard. The brakes
also come with Mercedes' new Brake Assist system, which monitors the brake pedal and can
detect an emergency situation. In the event of a real emergency, Brake Assist applies full
braking force in a split second. This system knows if one wheel is spinning faster than the
other, and applies the brakes to that wheel, or reduces power to that wheel by cutting off the
electronic throttle. On slippery surfaces, this advanced traction control system significantly
reduces lateral motion, keeping the car going in a straight line. Understeer and oversteer are
controlled effectively. Another power-stopping feature is the BabySmart recognition system,
now standard. When first we heard of this feature, it sounded like Mercedes had somehow
devised a way to make children more intelligent. Alas, BabySmart is simply an airbag cutoff.
With the BabySmart child seat in place, the front passenger airbag is automatically deactivated.
Finally, we must mention the advancement of the ignition key. Mercedes has developed an
infrared key fob that acts in place of the old-fashioned metal contraption used for the last
thousand years on various mechanical locks. Dubbed SmartKey, the snub-nosed device sends
a unique signal to the car, unlocking the steering column and starting the engine. And after
each use, the key reprograms itself with a different code, just in case somebody figures out how
to clone the little computer inside. It works like any other ignition system, only SmartKey is
more expensively developed. And people wonder why carjacking is becoming more popular
these days. Thieves can't take the car unless they have the key. Interior ergonomics are typical
Mercedes: fine except for the illegible hieroglyphics that decorate most of the controls. We
appreciate the door-mounted seat adjustments, and the E-Class cars come with such niceties
as dual climate zones, telescoping steering column, wood trim and a rocking stereo system
complete with eight speakers. Mercedes builds a four-door E-Class for everything. The E-Class
series of cars is versatile, and can handle the demands of most families. They're speedy,
comfortable, can carry up to seven people, and they're solid as a rock. These cars represent an
excellent argument against buying the more trendy, but less efficient, sport-utes. The E-Class is
the epitome of luxury, giving its owners a technically magnificent vehicle in a striking package.
This is definitely our choice of cars in the middle-luxury segment. The Mercedes E-Class cars
make a statement. They say, "I'm rich. And they're very correct. Along with greasy food, morally
corrupt politicians, and that episode of "Gilligan's Island" when Gilligan and Skipper both go
completely bald, Americans have always had a particular fondness for midsized sedans with
oversized V8 engines. The formula for developing these cars is simple: take a relatively
inexpensive and unassuming sedan, plop the biggest V8 possible underneath the hood, and
keep it clandestine. But all of those cars are long dead. The last year an American company

produced a car based on this formula was The car was the Chevrolet Impala SS. With stealthy
black paint and a horsepower, 5. Too bad the Impala is but a shadow of that car, hobbled with
front-wheel drive and an evergreen V6. The big-engine, midsize sedan still exists, but one has to
look to Europe in order to find it. Oh, and it's no longer inexpensive. In fact, it's downright
budget busting. It starts life as a regular E-Class, then is handed off to AMG, a former
semi-independent, Mercedes performance-tuning company, now fully owned by
DaimlerChrysler. The regular E-Class comes with either a 3. In the E55's case, AMG shoehorns
in a modified version of the 5. Bored, stroked, and fitted with a variety of high-performance
parts, the E55's 5. There might be a bit of sneakiness with the badging Mercedes vehicles are
almost always named after engine size, so why isn't the E55 an E54? Mercedes lists it at
horsepower at 5, rpm, and foot-pounds of torque at 3, rpm. Compared to a '99 Chevrolet
Corvette, the E55 produces 4 more horsepower and 41 more foot-pounds of torque. Turn the
ignition key, and the whole car twists as the V8 fires. You can feel that there is a big, mean lump
of an engine in front of you. But you'll never know it from opening the hood. The V8 is covered
with vast swathes of black plastic. You won't be able to tell anything by listening to it, either. If
you stand outside the car with the hood open, all you hear is an idling engine that just whirs and
clacks. It actually sounds more like a diesel engine. But it sure isn't a diesel when you step on
the accelerator. The automatic transmission, flat torque curve, and curb weight 3, pounds all
conspire to make the E55 seem slower than it is. Its power delivery is completely linear, like a
passenger airliner at takeoff. Only near redline can you hear proper V8 noises. The trick for
realizing speed is to watch the speedometer. Based on numbers from Edmunds. Keep going,
and the car accelerates right into its mph electronic speed limiter. We'd like to see a stock
Pontiac GTO do that. The five-speed transmission cracks off wonderful shifts. It actually has a
computer that reads driver inputs and adjusts its shift points accordingly. We found the
computer to be exceptionally intuitive in all driving conditions. It's always a good mark of an
automatic transmission when you don't even notice it, and that's the case here. For slippery
road conditions, the transmission can be switched to Winter mode, aiding acceleration from a
dead stop. It would be nice to have a sequential-shift option for the transmission, but it is by no
means necessary. As you would expect, foot-pounds of torque being transmitted to the rear
wheels causes major traction problems. So Mercedes has fitted the E55 with both
stability-control and traction-control systems. Hitting the ESP button on the console turns off
both of them. Do so, and a stern yellow light takes residence in the gauge cluster. This makes
sense from Mercedes' point of view, given the engine's power and the unknown factor of driver
skill. However, more skilled drivers will feel limited by ESP in spirited driving, and turning off
ESP places the car at unnecessary risk. Something like the "competition mode," a feature found
on the Chevrolet Corvette's stability system a setting between maximum computer override and
turning the whole system off , would be welcome on the E In more normal driving situations, the
E55 strikes an excellent balance between comfort and handling performance. Make no mistake;
the E55 does not ride as nice as a regular E-Class. It doesn't soak up broken pavement as well,
and the larger tires generate more road noise. But then, an E can't pull 0. The E55 has plenty of
grip for cornering, and the oversized brakes haul the car down from speed in exceptional and
confident fashion. The steering system is light, and allows easy positioning along curvy roads.
Like all other E-Class sedans, the E55 is capable of transporting five adults. Front-passenger,
side, and head airbags are standard, as is antilock brakes. AMG has fitted the car with special
leather upholstery trim on the seats, doors and steering wheel. The overall level of quality is
good, but it's nowhere near a Lexus LS The seats adjust in just about every direction, but there
is no adjustable lumbar support. We'd gladly take some lumbar support and trade in some of
the many buttons found in the E There are lots of buttons to chose from. It's a virtual
cornucopia of buttons, in fact. And without reading the owner's manual, you won't know what
half of them do. Frustrated with all these buttons, we counted them up. The total? Eighty-eight
of the suckers for the front passengers. And the little pictograms for the buttons are absolutely
no help. Maybe that's why there are separate instruction manuals for the phone, radio, service
information, and vehicle care. That's in addition to the standard page owner's manual. It seems
that Mercedes understands the manuals might be overwhelming, so it also includes a page
"Quick Tips" manual. Jeez, what are we driving, a car or a VCR? Once sorted, the buttons
operate a great sound system and an automatic dual-zone climate-control system. Our test car
was also equipped with the optional trunk-mounted CD changer and integrated cellular phone. If
there's a mechanical problem or you stuffed your E55 into a canyon wall because you turned off
ESP , Mercedes offers hour roadside assistance. One nice touch is a full-size inch spare tire.
The E55 didn't attract as much attention as we expected. Its looks are very subtle, and the
unwashed masses won't know the difference between it and a regular E-Class. The tip-offs are
the AMG-derived sport package exterior visuals, rear deck badge, and AMG insignias on the

steering wheel, inch wheels, and gauge cluster. Mercedes says this subtlety is on purpose,
which kind of makes sense. If you want to be looked at, buy a Viper. Still, for a car of this type, it
seemed to be overly staid. Some additional character wouldn't hurt. There are two factors to
consider in the purchase of an E If you are a practical type of person, we'd say no. The E55 pulls
feats unattainable by an E, but those gains aren't worth the 30 percent price increase. However,
we would guess most people looking to buy an E55 are doing so because it's simply the fastest
Merc available. In this case, the E55 is a spectacular car. Pricing for all three is remarkably
similar. The M5 is faster; the Jag has more personality. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Mercedes-Benz E-Class. Is it better to lease or
buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And
from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments,
pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a
less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to
drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. High price, and we don't particularly enjoy this
car's transmission. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert
Review. Vehicle overview. More airbags find room in the E-Class, which now features a full
curtain side airbag protection system. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. I know my
MB's trust me on this. The E class is by far the best years of the E class. DO NOT buy a or
newer. I have k on mine. Paint is starting to fade a bit, a little rattle in the Cat Conv other than
that, it drives and runs like new. Chrysler ruined the name from to like or roughly around there.
They tried to infuse their technology into the E class at this time and failed miserably. A E class
is a K car with a MB star on the hood. The 99 is heavy, solid, and feels German. It's a little
underpowered, and don't buy a 4matic if you are worried about gas. If you value your family's
safety, want to to stay out of trouble, and want to look cool, buy a Read less. It Just Keeps on
Ticking! Bought my 99 e 4matic in 02 with 78K miles. A tree fell on it in a hurricane in year 2 and
creased it down the middle. I thought it would be declared as totalled. Had the transmission
replaced 2 years ago. This vehicle lgets excellent gas mileage. I absolutely love to drive this car.
The header is falling down a little in the back from where the tree creased it. Otherwise, it is
pretty enough. I am presently at , miles and look forward to my next road trip. Couldn't be a
happier owner. Purchased a formerly leased car with 43, miles and have just crossed , miles
with zero problems of any significance. Of course have had some things wear out that are
normal, but the car remains powerful and absolutely dependable. Much better car than the
Lexus it replaced in This Car is Great - If you know what to Buy! I purchased my MB when it was
3 years old with 12, miles. I have since driven is , miles. It is reliable, dependable and I get
reasonable gas mileage. The model was assembled by the Americans and was a total piece of
crap. It broke. The had the same problems up to about April Then the Germans came in and
straightened things out. So if you buy this used, caref
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ully look at the date of manufacture. If it is prior to April, run! If it is after April, you have a good
truck. Two problems to watch out for. This is a total rip off. Twenty minutes with a screw driver
and reset the computer and your Check Engine LIght problems are solved. One time I was
traveling and the my car dies. Only one occurance. Wait a while and it was fine. End of Story. He
will know the culprit off the top of his head. Just replace it immediately. If you treat this car nice,
it will treat you nice. Get good tires Michelin. You can use cheap gas. The computer adjusts.
You sacrifice some power, but you will catch everybody at the next light. This care likes to do It
hates doing It can do 90 to without any problem. So if you are out west, it is good on those long
lonely highways. Take care! Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.
People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 2 reviews. Sponsored cars related
to the E-Class. Sign Up.

